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Always the right decision: Roto NX for timber windows

Hinge side T for the best design

■■ New to Roto The complete Roto NX modular system 
is now also available for timber windows. Economically
manufacturing durable windows with an excellent design –
with Roto NX, manufacturers are perfectly equipped to
meet the challenges of the future.

all screws are concealed. Shape-optimised cover caps and a
powder coating, also available in titanium, give the Roto NX
hinge sides an attractive appearance from all angles. They
are the perfect addition to window systems that stand out
for their lasting reliable function and individual design.

In October, series production of the Roto NX hinge side T began at
the Leinfelden, Lövő and Kalsdorf factories. By using this product,
timber window manufacturers provide their customers with an
additional ventilation option even in the standard version, thanks
to the sash stay with integrated night ventilation. No additional
frame component is required.

RC 2 even in tilt position
The switch to Roto NX has made it possible to produce
Roto NX TiltSafe windows: thanks to the combination of special steel security strikers with the proven Roto security locking cams and a lockable handle, the windows offer excellent
resistance to break-in attempts, even when tilted. Roto NX
TiltSafe windows made of timber are RC 2-compatible even
in the tilt position.

Up to 150 kg sash weight
The new Roto NX hinge side T is designed to support a sash
weight of up to 150 kg as standard. It can therefore reliably
support even large-format windows of up to 2800 mm in height
and high glass weights. The hinge side T demonstrates its full
capability in the renovation of old buildings, as it can even be
used in special formats such as angled and arched windows.
The latter are fitted with a laterally adjustable stay bearing.
Appealing design from all angles
Like the hinge side P for PVC windows, the Roto NX hinge side
T for timber windows impresses with its contemporary design:

Lasting safety
All components of the Roto NX modular system are designed
to meet the highest standards of durability and functional
safety. The Tilt&Turn hardware system shaping the industry
once again is setting the benchmark in Tilt&Turn technology,
not least thanks to the new Roto Sil Level 6 surface. This is
because Roto NX surpasses the requirements of even the
highest corrosion protection class (class 5). Manufacturers
who use this range can be sure to impress their customers
with consistently high-quality windows.

Roto NX at the
Fensterbau Frontale 2020

Roto NX for timber windows – the new components
§§ Hinge side T with integrated night ventilation for sash weights
of up to 150 kg
§§ Hinge side T for special shapes
§§ TiltSafe window for burglary protection according to RC 2,
even in the tilt position
§§ High backset espagnolette in the EasyMix system for smaller
storage space requirements
§§ New lifting mishandling device for outstanding functional safety
§§ New balcony door bullet catch with high retaining force and
excellent run-in characteristics
§§ Lever-operated espagnolette Plus for reliable production and
fast installation
Roto NX for timber windows – the main benefits
§§ The stay bearing and stay guide can be used on the left and
right, which makes them simple and economical to work with
§§ Durable functionality as the hardware components are
designed for high sash weights
§§ Integrated night ventilation for a better room climate
§§ Increased security when using tilt ventilation, thanks to the
TiltSafe components
§§ Roto Sil Level 6 surface quality for maximum protection
and high durability
§§ Modern design and perfect appearance right down to the
last detail

&&  Information on the Roto NX innovations for

timber window manufacturers
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-nx/hinge-sides

Hall 1 · Stand 303
|| Roto NX stay arm and stay bearing
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In conversation

|| An interview with Marcus Sander,
Chairman of the Board of Directors
at Roto Frank Fenster- und
Türtechnologie GmbH

Roto Inside: The window of the future – over the past few
months, a few statements have emerged from Roto on
this subject. In summary, one of them suggests that the
manner of production and distribution of a product will
change more quickly than the product itself. So, is Roto
Frank Fenster- und Türtechnologie GmbH now just sitting
back and watching the change processes impact its own
customers?
Marcus Sander: Certainly not. Perhaps I should clarify: digitalisation will significantly change the distribution of windows and
doors and we expect window production to become increasingly industrialised among more and more manufacturers. Roto
Frank Fenster- und Türtechnologie GmbH will do its bit to ensure that manufacturers can embrace these new challenges as
an opportunity. All that is meant by the statement you quoted
is that the consumers’ demands in terms of the function of windows and doors is less likely to change significantly than their
expectations of other everyday products. However, it would be
wrong to assume that a leisurely pace of development is acceptable, either for our industry or for Roto.
In fact, the entire organisation has already been systematically
adapting itself to the particularly demanding challenges we face
for years now. In order to be the best possible, most agile partner for our customers in future, Roto is changing its own working methods, building up additional resources, and developing
new skills. And quickly, too.

Roto Inside: In your opinion, then, what role does hardware
technology play in the future of the building element
industry?
Marcus Sander: I’m going to pick up on just a few items from
Roto’s more recent history: hardware product ranges such as
Roto NX with a wide scope of applications based on a modular
system, for maximum utilisation of the same parts. Hardware
product ranges such as Roto Patio Alversa, which can be used
to produce a large number of system variants with minimal effort. Increasing numbers of components that can be processed
fully automatically. High-performance systems consisting of
hardware, gasket and glazing components. Fast data service,
comprehensive on-site training. Special solutions for building
elements with specific requirements. Smart Home-ready solutions. Customer-specific logistics concepts. We have always
been public about what the Roto Frank Fenster- und Türtech
nologie GmbH teams are working on and the trade press has, 
in my view, fairly accurately identified the direction in which
the company is heading. We believe that it is more important
than ever for our customers that we maintain a fast pace of
development with our hardware.

Roto Inside: Ideas that Roto also wants to embrace in
future?
Marcus Sander: Has the privilege to embrace. We are proud
and grateful for the many, very competent manufacturers who
share their ideas with Roto. In 2018, at the trade fair itself, they
were already coming up with new product concepts that could
be realised by switching to Roto NX. Now, less than two years
on, many of these products are already available on the market.
And Roto has invested and prepared itself in order to meet the
great demand for this Tilt&Turn hardware product range shaping
the industry once again as swiftly as possible.
In 2020, alongside the many PVC window manufacturers, there
will also be timber window manufacturers who can benefit from
the Roto NX. Now, they too can work with us to make concrete
plans for their conversion. Or perhaps even conversion to Roto NX
and Deventer sealing profiles at the same time. From 2020 onwards, Roto will make even greater use of the excellent market
access that the group enjoys in many countries around the
world, to bring added value through a perfectly coordinated
combination of hardware and sealing profile.

Roto Inside: Roto, the best possible partner for a window
and door manufacturer? Can you ever reach that goal?

Roto Inside: Hardware, gaskets, glazing technology –
all-round Roto quality?

Marcus Sander: The journey is the goal. Roto has been embodying this well-worn adage for many years. As a matter of
fact, I can’t imagine any point at which you can retire. For the
most part, it’s the same for our customers. You see, when
you’re actively working towards something, the ongoing process of change will continually throw up new issues that force
you, again and again, to redefine your goal. New, external influences constantly emphasise this need. Correspondingly, the
upcoming major event, Fensterbau Frontale in Nuremberg, will
again be characterised by fascinating discussions with manufacturers who are keen to share and exchange ideas with us.

Marcus Sander: Roto quality throughout the window and door,
yes. I would add quality in individually tailored packages. As
we’ve said, our customers will be developing promising change
processes in the near future. We are ready for this. At the Fenster-
bau Frontale, we will seek to convince further manufacturers
that Roto is a sustainable, innovative partner for them in every
respect.
We will demonstrate again that Roto products for doors and
windows of all opening types are constantly developing, and
at a rapid pace. We will also show how the visions of a window
manufacturer can be better realised, and more quickly, with
Roto than with any other hardware manufacturer.

Butt hinge update

Greater load bearing capacity,
greater design
■■ Door As important functional elements,
butt hinges must be robust, but also meet
current design standards. This means that
even proven technology should sometimes
undergo testing – and will be optimised
based on the results like is currently the
case with the Roto Solid B | 150 R butt
hinge.
The two-part Roto Solid B | 150 R system for
PVC main and back doors is made from extruded aluminium and can now support weights of
up to 120 kg. That corresponds to hinge class
13 and a test for 200,000 movement cycles in
line with the CE certification as per DIN EN 1935.
The visible aluminium parts of the series, which
can be used on both the right and left side of a
door, can also be anodised for even greater resistance. Powder-coated surfaces are available
in many modern colours, as well as a new stainless-steel look. The new generation therefore
offers a high-quality design solution for doors
with stainless-steel handles. As before, the butt
hinge can be used in all conventional PVC profile systems with a 16 mm hardware groove,
20 mm overlap and 13 mm axis dimension.

|| Update for the proven two-part Roto Solid B | 150 R
butt hinge for PVC doors
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Ideal for leaf-overlapping panels on both
sides
Roto Solid B I 150 R is especially well suited 
to doors with panels covering the leaf on both
sides. Another positive performance characteristic retained in the updated version is the
possibility to adjust already mounted leaves
in three dimensions and without offsetting
the hinge in the slightest. In this way, the
hinge design retains its elegant initial outline.
Precise adjustments can be carried out by
just one person.
Efficient in production and installation
The uniform drilling diameter of 5 mm for all
fixing screws and pins also makes installation
easy and efficient. PVC bearing bushes with
Teflon elements and axis pins from rust-resis
tant or stainless steel ensure a long service
life without requiring any maintenance. Using
hexalobular socket screws minimises general
wear. The higher torque allows forces to disperse across the entire surface instead of
concentrating in certain areas. The effect:
the butt hinge can be mounted more quickly,
without negatively affecting the inner profile.

&& Product information about the Roto Solid B | 150 R
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-solid-b

Armen Industrie, France

A strong start with Roto Solid B | 150 R

From customer request
to solution

Evidently
better
■■ Door For six years, Marc Phlippoteau
has led the Roto sales organisation in
France. Roto Inside spoke with him about
what fabricators expect from door hinges
in the Roto Door range.
Roto Inside: Mr Phlippoteau, what trends
do your customers face in the market for
main doors?
Marc Phlippoteau: In France, design has
played an increasingly important role in recent
history. And that means design right down to the
smallest detail. The company Armen Industrie,
for example, identified this early on and called on
us. Together, we established the requirements
for a modern butt hinge and then developed
the product concept for Roto Solid B | 150 R to
series production. The result is a product that
is aesthetically pleasing, as it does not interrupt
the line layout of modern main doors. At the
same time, Roto Solid B | 150 R is such a highquality product that it can reliably support high
loads in the long term, without requiring maintenance.
Roto Inside: How would you describe the
relationship between Armen Industrie
and Roto?

|| Retailers are attracting demanding customers
in Northern and Eastern France for windows
and doors from Armen Industrie.

■■ Door A perfectly formed butt hinge –
this is the request with which the French
building element manufacturer Armen
Industrie approached Roto in 2017. Since
the beginning of May, the company has
been manufacturing “a door hinge that
meets all our expectations” thanks to the
Roto Solid B | 150 R, reports Pascal Beyou,
CEO of Armen Industrie.
Armen Industrie was the first manufacturer to
convert to the new generation of door hinges
from its long-term partner, Roto. “It’s not un
usual for us to be the first to adopt the new
product from a supplier,” explains Beyou, “because impressing our customers with innovations is important to us. Striving for innovation
has practically been part of our DNA since
the company was founded in 2005.” Close
cooperation with Roto, among other partners,
is therefore a matter of course.
A focus on ease of installation
In 2016, Armen Industrie was awarded the
“Crisalide Numérique” prize in the “Industry
of the Future” category for its exceptionally
modern systems engineering. The CEO explains: “Efficiency in production is a key issue
for us as we want to grow and have built up
a promising customer base in Northern and
Eastern France. We therefore expected the
relaunched Roto Solid B door hinge to be at
least as easy to install as the previous product
generation. We had always been satisfied with
the Roto butt hinge in technical terms, but, of
course, there is always room for improvement.”

|| Roto Solid B | 150 R with white finish for Armen Industrie. || Armen Industrie is part of an initiative that aims
When already installed, the sash can be adjusted in

to establish Brittany as a centre of innovation

three dimensions entirely without offsetting the hinge.

and creativity.

One hundred per cent Breton
The Armen Industrie headquarters are located
in Brittany in the department of Guiclan, in the
small municipality of Nord Finistère between
Morlaix and Landivisiau. Since 2013, the company has also been committed to developing
the image of the region. “We are part of an initiative that aims to promote the image of Brittany
as a centre of innovation and creativity,” reports
Beyou. “By focusing on quality, reliability and
professionalism, we are strengthening the image of the region, as these are considered typically Breton characteristics. And by emphasising the fact that we are a Breton company, our
customers will associate these characteristics
with us.”
Good design – durable technology
Armen Industrie manufactures maintenancefree, highly thermally insulating main doors
made of durable PVC, available in three design
lines and many colours. Beyou is convinced
that “Roto Solid B is an excellent fit for all
models. The fact that this hinge is designed to
support sash weights of up to 120 kg benefits
us. Now, we are able to produce doors in larger
formats, with various handles and design ele-

&&  Overview of the Roto Door product range
www.roto-frank.com/en/main-entrance-apartment-doors

ments, without any additional work or added
costs. Another factor that is significant for us
is that, with the introduction of the new butt
hinge, there are no technical changes for our
customers! The only difference is an even better-looking result.” Armen Industrie believes
that there are currently no other hardware
manufacturers offering a comparable butt
hinge.

“With Roto Solid B, there
are no technical changes
for our customers! The
only difference is an even
better-looking result.”
Committed partners
Armen Industrie manufactures customer-specific PVC and aluminium windows and doors.
The company relies on a network of professional retailers, primarily in Paris and the northern and western parts of the country, who provide their customers with a complete service
of consultation, measuring and installation. 
“By placing high expectations on the professionalism of our sales partners, we protect 
the image of our brand in the mind of the end
customer.” Armen Industrie produced approximately 34,000 windows and doors in 2019. 
And further growth is planned for 2020. “When
choosing our suppliers, we therefore prefer to
rely on companies who share our values. After
all, to develop the products with which we want
to grow in future, we can only work alongside
partners who can meet our requirements with
high technical expertise,” stresses Beyou.

Marc Phlippoteau: As a real partnership with
a very lively exchange of ideas and information.
Armen Industrie takes an active interest in what
is happening at Roto. Even as the initial thoughts
on relaunching Roto Solid B were being discussed, the company was keen to get involved.
And while Roto was still preparing for the start
of production, Armen Industrie began not only
identifying the potential improvements that the
Roto Solid B | 150 R would offer its own customers, but also to schedule the market launch.
When the conversion to Roto Solid B | 150 R
was implemented at Armen Industrie in May,
the company’s customers were already very
well-prepared.
Roto Inside: What was the key message
from Armen Industrie to its customers?
Marc Phlippoteau: The main focus was
that, from the fitter’s point of view, the new
Roto Solid B | 150 R offers the perfect combination: identical installation and adjustment
procedures but with improved aesthetics. In
addition, the design, capable of supporting
sash weights of up to 120 kg, increases the
range of possible applications, thereby offering
a wider choice for the end customer. The customer can select larger formats and heavier design elements without affecting the hardware
configuration, which would otherwise result in
additional work for Armen Industrie in the manufacture of the door. We are delighted that our
partner’s customers immediately grasped the
strengths of the new door hinge and that
Armen Industrie’s commitment to adopting
the Roto Solid B | 150 R so quickly is being
rewarded.

|| Marc Phlippoteau,
Country Manager,
France
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Process organisation at Roto

Flexible, quick, customer-oriented

|| Employees with different skills are jointly responsible for successful implementation – from the initial customer requirement, right through to the
finished product. Methods such as A3 problem solving or shop floor management help to maintain the focus on the target and ensure continuous
improvement.

In order to improve performance in all customer-relevant areas,
the traditional departments at Roto were dissolved. Employees
with varying skills share responsibility for the success of a process that produces a product or service for Roto customers.
Quick solution through early participation
As Roto employees often bring their knowledge and ideas to
various processes at the same time, they take on additional
roles, explains Dr Edelgard Vacek, Head of Organisational
Development. Roles that help to see the value chain from different perspectives; that is, to help the company to see the bigger
picture. “Being able to quickly provide customers with exactly
what they need, beyond standard Roto products, is extremely
important to us,” stresses Eberhard Mammel, Head of Product
Adaptation / Range Marketing. “For years, we have therefore
been measuring how quick and effective we are at developing
hardware for a customer-specific application. We know that
since the introduction of process organisation, we continually
require less time to do so. And we will continue to improve in
this respect, as the corresponding process is always systemat
ically scrutinised and continuously optimised by all participants.”
Always focusing on improvement
This is how Mammel describes an important pillar of the process
organisation: all teams must systematically analyse their own actions according to a common set of rules. “A key aim for Roto is
to continuously improve our performance from the point of view
of the customer, and flexibly adapt our organisation to the ever
changing requirements,” emphasises Dr Vacek. “That’s why we
not only look at the result of the team work, but also always at
the quality of the process that led to the solution.” Organising
Roto to fit the “lean” model remains an ever-present goal.

Making the most of employees’ expertise
Dr Vacek describes the benefits of all employees sharing collective responsibility for success, from the initial customer requirement right through to delivery of high-quality products. “On the
one hand, Roto is able to make best use of the skills of the individual for a wide variety of tasks. At the same time, employees
experience that by working in cooperation with various specialists, problems are solved much more quickly and challenges 
are tackled more effectively. This increases satisfaction. So
Roto will also be an attractive employer for future generations.”
Dedicated to partnership
The fact that customers are able to successfully manufacture
with new Roto products in short time frames is down to another
new organisational change: strong product knowledge is “physically” transferred to the customer, in that design engineers and
product managers guide them through the introduction of a new
hardware system at the customer’s site. Mammel is delighted
by the measurable effects: “For about two years now, we have
been sending colleagues over to our customers’ factories when
they have adopted a new hardware product range. I still remember the on-site training of the Walter Fensterbau production
team. It enabled us to provide the best possible support to our
customer as they started production of their new sliding system.
Many questions were already answered during the initial sample
installations of our Roto Patio Inowa, which ensured a smooth,
time-saving start to production.” And this also “noticeably motivated” the employees of the Augsburg window manufacturer.
The satisfied customers and their employees played a significant
part in the success of Roto. This insight is not altogether new.
However, before the process organisation was introduced, it is
likely that their significance was “often underestimated,” Mammel summed up. “In a nutshell, the process organisation helps
our colleagues’ specialist knowledge translate perfectly into
customer benefit.”

|| Eberhard Mammel,
|| Dr Edelgard Vacek,
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■■ Roto Lean The process organisation established
worldwide at Roto lays the foundation for successful
cooperation with window and door manufacturers.

Beschäftigte: Weltweit etwa 5 000
Mitarbeitende,
davon rund 40 % gewerblich-technis
ch
Gründungsjahr: 1935
Kontakt: Dr. Edelgard Vacek
edelgard.vacek@roto-frank.com
[Das Unternehmen]
Innovatives Familienunternehmen
mit internationaler Präsenz
und hoher Qualitätsorientierung
Die Roto Frank AG mit Stammsitz
in Leinfelden-Echterdingen
bei Stuttgart ist ein deutsches Unternehmen
in der Bauzulieferindustrie/Metallindustrie. Es produziert
Fenster- und
Türbeschläge sowie Zubehör, Mehrfachverriegelu
ngssysteme,
Wohndachfenster und Bodentreppen.
In 18 Produktionswerken und über 40 Vertriebsniederlass
ungen arbeiten rund
5.000 Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter.
Das Unternehmen
verfügt über ein Stammkapital von
75 Millionen Euro und befindet sich zu 100 Prozent im Besitz
der Gründerfamilie Frank.
Das Unternehmen richtet alle Aktivitäten
und damit letztlich
auch die Organisationsstruktur am
Kundennutzen aus und
wendet dabei sehr konsequent Methoden
des Lean Managements sowie des Prozessmanageme
nts an.

[Maßgebliche Treiber der Veränderung]
Nah beim Kunden sein
Das Unternehmen hat sich seit seiner
Gründung im Jahr 1935
von einem Zwei-Mann-Betrieb hin
zu einer weltweit operierenden Unternehmensgruppe entwickelt.
Dabei stand und
steht die Orientierung an den Kundenbedürfnisse
n immer
an vorderster Front zur Ausrichtung
und Priorisierung von
Entscheidungen auch in Bezug auf
die Geschäfts- und Organisationsstrategie. Den Nutzen der
Kundinnen und Kunden zu
verstehen und zu steigern, ist Leitlinie
aller unternehmerischen
Entscheidungen, und das eben nicht
nur in der Begegnung an
der unmittelbaren Kundenschnittstell
e, sondern auch in der
Ausrichtung aller letztlich auf die Erfüllung
der Kundenwünsche ausgerichteten Prozesse des Unternehmens.
So gehören
z. B. Zuverlässigkeit, Liefergenauigkeit
sowie die rechtzeitige
Entwicklung innovativer Lösungen
zu den Eckpfeilern des unternehmerischen Erfolges. Mit dieser
sehr klaren Ausrichtung,
die seit vielen Jahren oberste Gestaltungsmaxim
e ist, war die
Hinwendung hin zu einer komplett
prozessorientierten Organisationsstruktur dann letztlich
ein konsequenter Schritt.
Denn die Diagnose der Schwächen
bestehender, funktionsorientierter Abläufe und Strukturen
brachte auch bei Roto die
typischen Problembereiche zutage:
zu lange Durchlaufzeiten,
Doppelarbeiten, Verschwendung in
Prozessen, zu wenig Standards… Diese Haltung wurde im Gespräch
mit folgender Aussage zusammengefasst: »Gib dem
Prozess, was dem Prozess
gehört« – und dazu gehören Kompetenzen,
Entscheidungsbefugnisse und die adäquate Ressourcenausstat
tung.
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Learning for Work 4.0
Three videos from the Federal Ministry of Labour
and Social Affairs show the challenges and opportunities resulting from the introduction of process
organisation for Roto and how day-to-day work
has been shaped in the context of lean culture.
The videos can be found online at www.experimentierraeume.de. The website is part of the “New Work” initiative. The Federal Ministry aims to use this initiative to
encourage and support companies, set up spaces for
learning and experimentation within companies and 
test the potential of new organisational structures. At
the same time, the companies involved in the project
are expected to network with each other, in order to
learn from each other in future.
Learning from each other – perhaps this is an interesting
proposal for window and door manufacturers too? “It
most certainly is, yes,” says Dr Vacek. “In fact, customers
have already been asking us about our experience with
process organisation. And Roto has been glad to share
its own expertise, without hesitation.”

&& Process organisation: three Roto employees in a video

interview (link to German website)
https://www.experimentierraeume.de/experimentierraeume/
unternehmen/details/roto-frank-holding-ag/

Can be screwed or clamped

Domkom, Russia

Opening restrictor for aluminium windows
which locks in the end position and is
controlled by the handle

Stay at the top
with Roto NX

■■ New at Roto The demand for Turn-Only windows with
an opening width that can be individually restricted is
increasing across the world. For years now, the experts
from the Roto Object Business team have been developing ideal hardware concepts for buildings, no matter
what they are used for.
This has given rise to a product concept which has been generating a great deal of interest among specialist planners and metal
constructors since being presented at the BAU 2019 trade fair.
An opening restrictor that is ideal for both inward opening and
outward opening aluminium windows in Turn-Only and Top-Hung
operation was on display at the trade fair. This restrictor boasts
impressive installation advantages.
Insert, clamp – done!
The lockable opening restrictor is available in both a screw-in
(shown in the image) and clampable version. No additional work
needs to be performed on the frame profile or sash profile when
installing the clampable version. In this case, the compatible
assembly is simply inserted into the sash groove and clamped
with piercing screws. On the frame, the opening restrictor is attached using a frame bearing which is also clamped with piercing screws. This means that the opening restrictor technology is
fully concealed in the groove and is not visible from the outside.
Controlled by the handle and intuitive to operate
The opening restrictor is controlled by the handle only. Using
the proven “Roto TiltFirst” window handle technology means
that users only have the 0° or 90° handle positions to choose
from. They are therefore only able to close or open a sash as far

as the defined end stop position and lock it there. The handle
then prevents the opened sash at the defined opening width
from slamming shut in windy and draughty conditions. The
sash is locked by moving the handle at the end stop from the
90° position back into the 0° locked position. Only authorised
staff are able to unlock the handle on the cylinder using a
removable key when the sash is closed and disable the turn
restrictor by turning the handle to 180°.
Ideal for rooms where the users are constantly changing
Using this innovative Roto opening restrictor results in a convenient solution that ensures that sashes stop at a defined
opening width and are locked in this end stop position using
the handle. Its intuitive operation and sturdy design also make
the new opening restrictor suitable for buildings and rooms
where the users are constantly changing, such as hotels.
Technical consultation from the Roto Object Business
The specialists at the Roto Object Business advise aluminium
window manufacturers and specialist planners to use the new
opening restrictor. On the basis of the sash width, sash depth
and required opening width, the Roto Object Business assesses
a custom hardware configuration for its technical feasibility,
adapts it to the specific property and visualises it in model
form to start with. If an order is placed, the metal constructor
receives an installation drawing that is specifically tailored to
this application. It is recommended that you involve the
Roto Object Business in the planning process at the earliest
possible stage. This ensures that the required version of the
opening restrictor which locks in the end position can be delivered on time.

■■ PVC Domkom, the largest PVC window manufacturer
in Russia, has been using Roto NX since April of this year.
Boris Evseev, Sales Director, reports on the market feedback.
“Roto NX is easy to process and also offers excellent functionality,” he concludes. “Better security when ventilating in the tilt
position offers attractive added value.” The Domkom Sales team
therefore continued to work hard on communication about the
new Tilt&Turn hardware: “We are teaching all regional sales
representatives and each of our customers about the strengths
of Roto NX and are working with our retailers to plan various
market launch activities.” In August, 55% of the Tilt&Turn
windows produced by Domkom were equipped with Roto NX –
for Evseev, this was no coincidence:

“Domkom and Roto NX enjoy the
confidence of retailers. By working
closely together, we are attracting
a lot of attention to Roto NX in the
Russian market.”
The feedback on the design of the hinge side has been extremely positive and Domkom has not regretted its decision to spend
2019 concentrating on marketing Roto NX. The goals that Domkom set itself for the current year have been achieved and plans
have been made for converting other customers in the coming
year.
In future, the technical specialists at Domkom want to fully
exploit the innovation potential of Roto NX, reports Evseev. This
calls for continued active dialogue and close collaboration with
Roto. “The constant exchange with our suppliers and customers
strengthens Domkom’s position as the largest manufacturer of
modern, high-quality PVC windows. As does the use of Roto NX.
According to our estimates, a bright future lies in store for this
hardware in the Russian market.”

|| New for aluminium windows: the opening restrictor which locks in

|| Locked in the end stop position with a simple turn of the handle

the end position

|| Boris Evseev,
Sales Director
at Domkom

&&  Economical, safe, convenient,

design-oriented: Roto NX at a
glance
|| Image: the screw-fitted version of the opening restrictor.

www.roto-nx.roto-frank.com/en

A clampable version is also available.
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Up to RC 3 with Roto Tilt&Turn

Securing Tilt&Turn windows and doors mechanically
■■ Tilt&Turn With Roto hardware product
ranges, window manufacturers produce
Tilt&Turn windows made of PVC, timber,
aluminium or timber / aluminium up to
resistance class RC 3. And very economically at that.
In 2016, just two per cent of all tests carried
out in the International Technology Centre (ITC)
at Roto, Leinfelden, had to provide evidence
that a window complied with resistance class
RC 3. By 2018, this had already risen to eight
per cent. The demand for mechanical burglary
protection on windows and doors is therefore
clearly growing dynamically. To ensure that a
window passes an RC 3 individual test and does
not require retesting at a cost, Roto provides
active support to manufacturers even in the
development stage.

Identifying weak points
If a window fails to pass an RC 2 or RC 3 test,
it is usually down to the fact that the selected
components of the design are not the right fit
for each other. Steel that is not hard enough
for the reinforcement in the PVC profile, timber
that is too soft or the wrong screws, a pane
that is not bonded or mistakes in processing
can all cause a window to fail to withstand the
examiners’ break-in attempts. Roto customers
are notified of any potential weak points in their
window design before the test is started.
Well-advised, RC 3-compliant construction
This is why the ITC carries out a weak point
analysis based on, for example, the window
manufacturer’s design drawing. This leads to
concrete recommendations and statements 
on the feasibility of the window design. For
example, upon request, the customer may

&& ITC Leinfelden: mechanical-technological tests of facade

elements and metallic materials
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-itc
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r eceive a recommendation on the optimum
placement of the security strikers. Once the
sample window has been manufactured, it is
examined in the ITC again before undergoing
testing. Only then does it get serious for the
test specimen: according to RC 3, each individual format of a window system must undergo
an individual test.
RC 3-compatible windows with Roto NX
Mechanical burglary protection up to resis
tance class RC 3 – with Roto NX, the foundations are also laid for this, even in automated
production plants. The RC 3-compatible corner
drive is identical in size to the standard corner
drive and can be used in its place. All screw
fixings are identical. V and P cams made of
hardened steel, compatible security strikers as
well as an anti-jemmy device and an attachable
rebate-clearance restrictor perfectly round off
the Tilt&Turn hardware shaping the industry
once again and facilitate the production of
windows in resistance class RC 3.
Special solutions for double-sashed
windows
Double-sashed windows in resistance class
RC 3 are only possible with special protective
measures. Roto has individual solutions avail

able for these windows, such as a special locking device for lever-operated espagnolettes.
This device prevents the window from being
jemmied open from outside between the first
and second opening sashes.
Electronic monitoring
If the security requirements for a Tilt&Turn
window are particularly high, the hardware can
be combined with electronic components from
the Roto E-Tec Control range. The MVS magnetic locking and opening monitoring system
is installed under a striker or in the rebate in the
frame profile. Like all the other security components mentioned, the system's sensors remain
invisible. The window design is not impaired by
visible sensors or cables.
Accredited in accordance with
DIN EN ISO/IEC 17 025
The International Technology Centre (ITC) in
Leinfelden performs all tests according to
standards and with a neutral approach. The
test certificates from the Roto ITC are equivalent to those from other well-known German
test institutes.

1

2

Corner drive for RC 3
The Tilt&Turn corner drive is equipped with
two height-adjustable security mushroom
locking cams. Its gasket compression can
be adjusted. It can be installed at the top
or at the bottom on the espagnolette side.

Security mushroom locking cam
The hardened steel security mushroom
locking cams placed around the window
sash, together with the security strikers,
form an impeccable locking mechanism.

5
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Anti-jemmy device
The anti-jemmy device is
offset approximately 2 mm
from the striker on the faceplate and prevents the sash
from being dislocated.

4

Security striker
The security strikers provide
strong protection against
attempts to jemmy the window,
thanks to multipoint screw
fixings and excellent interplay
with the security locking cams.

5

Attachable rebate-clearance
restrictor
The rebate-clearance restrictors
positioned in the bottom section
of the frame block sideways movement of the sash by reducing the
distance between the sash and
the frame.

Drilling protection
The drilling protection,
which is mounted on the
outside of the gearbox is
therefore invisible, prevents the espagnolette
from being drilled and
the hardware being
pushed open.

6

7

Lockable window
handle
The lockable window
handle prevents the
hardware from being
moved and unlocked
from outside.

The arrangement of
hardware components
in the window above is
for illustration only.
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Ventana Deutschland

New in the market for sliding systems
■■ PVC Last year, the window manufacturer
Ventana Deutschland was looking for a
high-quality sliding system with high
tightness and excellent heat and sound
insulation. All available systems were
compared in detail. Finally, they decided
on the smart-slide system from aluplast
and the Roto Patio Inowa hardware.
For decades, the companies in the Ventana
Group have been supplying PVC window manufacturers with arched, round arch and segmental arch windows as well as high-quality
Lift&Slide systems. “With the smart-slide sliding system, we are now also moving into a new
market segment, together with our customers,”
explains Daniel Lechtenberg, Head of Sales
and Marketing at Ventana Deutschland. The
company believes it is well-equipped to manufacture large quantities of sliding systems in
a highly automated process, as “the greatest
demand comes from the project business,
because sliding systems are ideal for the construction of rental properties, hotels or other
buildings where the users change frequently.
Our partners, aluplast and Roto, put together
a perfectly tailored package and provided
dedicated support for the start of production
in July 2018.”
Fresh impetus from a reliable partner
The trend towards sliding continues in all of
Ventana’s target markets, according to Lechtenberg. “Like our colleagues in the USA, we consider the Roto Patio Inowa hardware to be a
very interesting solution for sliding windows;
for example, in office buildings or kitchens with
fitted worktops. In places like these, Turn-Only
sashes limit the usable area.” The Ventana
Group has been working with Roto for two
decades now. Joint developments, such as
folding systems with Roto Patio Fold, ensure
satisfied customers. “So we’re always quick
to have a good look at any new product from
Roto and try to use every opportunity they offer us as soon as possible,” explains Lechtenberg. In Germany, Ventana is therefore already
working with Roto NX in Tilt&Turn window
production.
Best performance and intuitive operation
So, back to Roto Patio Inowa: this system fills
a gap in the sliding door and window market,
says Lechtenberg. Stefan Herbers, Head of
Ventana Product Management, is also convinced
of the great potential of this newcomer to the
range: “Roto Patio Inowa provides convenient
operation and high tightness. The hardware
also helps achieve an attractive design. For

|| From left in the image: Stefan Herbers, Head of Ventana Product Management, Ralf Höfels, Roto Regional Sales, and Andreas Schulte-Wolter, hardware specialist
for Ventana special elements (photo: Ventana / Roto)

these reasons, we believe Roto Patio Inowa
offers real added value. There just hasn’t been
a sliding system of this quality on the market
before.”
Herbers is pleased that the hardware put a
smile on the faces of the Ventana Production
team, thanks to its exceptional ease of installation. The support Roto provided in the run-up
to the start of production was “just fantastic”,
he says. Both aluplast and Roto offered countless valuable tips on mechanical control and
how to optimise processes. The International
Technology Centre (ITC) at Roto’s Leinfelden-
Echterdingen site also proved to be “extremely
helpful.” The endurance tests carried out in 
the accredited test centre allowed specific
customer requirements to be fulfilled.

|| Fit for a new market segment: fully automated Ventana production of sliding elements with the aluplast
smart-slide system and the Roto Patio Inowa parallel retraction sliding hardware (photo: Ventana)
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Partnering for quick market success
With support from aluplast and Roto, Ventana
has been working since the summer of 2018 to
“push” various markets. Consequently, the new
sliding system is gradually being introduced at
customer exhibitions so that as many end consumers as possible can really see its added

value. Right now, the introduction of the new
sliding system is gathering pace in the Benelux
region. The necessary transfer of the RC 2
certificates according to the SKG system has
already taken place.

&&  Roto Patio Inowa: for more information about the intelligent
hardware with hidden technology for tightly sealed parallel
retraction sliding doors
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-patio-inowa/

|| Ventana Deutschland: specialist for arched, segmental arch and round arch windows as well as high-quality
Lift&Slide systems and new parallel retraction sliding systems (photo: Ventana)

aluplast, Germany

Market dynamics with Roto Patio Inowa
|| In July 2018, the system designer aluplast began selling
the smart-slide system.
Photo: aluplast

|| Taking centre stage at many a trade fair:
the smart-slide system from aluplast
(photo: aluplast)

■■ PVC Since July 2018, the system designer aluplast has given its customers the
opportunity to win over new clients with
the smart-slide parallel retraction sliding
system. A key factor in its success is the
Roto Patio Inowa hardware, says Carsten
M. Schäfer, Sales Operation Manager at
aluplast GmbH.
Roto Inside: Mr Schäfer, how many of your
customers have now begun manufacturing
the smart-slide system?
Carsten M. Schäfer: A year after its introduction at aluplast, we took stock: within 12 months,
we were able to gain 125 purchasing customers
in 35 countries, of which 30 had already started
series production at the time. That’s an extra
ordinary success in such a short time. In the
meantime, several other manufacturers have
also started. The smart-slide system continues
to exceed all our expectations. And Roto played
a major role in all of this. The application engineers from Roto and aluplast launched a joint
campaign and, in just a short time, managed 
to visit, inform and win over a huge number of
window manufacturers. Roto was also the first
hardware manufacturer who was able to provide highly attractive hardware, ideally suited
to our smart-slide system.
Roto Inside: How important is the Ventana
Group for the success of smart-slide?
Carsten M. Schäfer: Ventana Deutschland
was one of the first manufacturers to opt to
use smart-slide and is key to the success of the
system. You see, the company supplies many

smaller manufacturers, who do not or cannot
manufacture sliding systems themselves. In
this respect, Ventana is a valuable multiplier
for smart-slide. The fact that the whole industry is talking about our tightly sealed system
and its excellent performance has a lot to do
with key companies like Ventana.
Incidentally, the specialists from this company
had already carried out extensive market
research before choosing smart-slide with 
the integrated Roto Patio Inowa hardware
technology. Ventana has already successfully
sold our system in Germany in 2019. smartslide passed the RC 2 test without any problem and the transfer to the SKG certificate
will follow. Delivery to Ventana customers
in Benelux can therefore begin. Ventana
customers in Italy and France will follow
after that.

&&  Roto Patio Inowa: for more information about the intelligent
hardware with hidden technology for tightly sealed parallel
retraction sliding doors
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-patio-inowa/

Roto Inside: What goals had aluplast set
for itself that have been achieved with
the development of smart-slide?
Carsten M. Schäfer: Firstly, the task was to
develop a system that delivered a much better
performance in terms of heat and sound insulation and burglary protection than those available
on the market to date. And all this at an attractive price, below the price of Lift&Slide systems
with similar performance values.
The focus had not been on the German market,
because up until that point, simple sliding systems had played a role only in countries where
it tends to be warmer all year round. But even
there, the demand for tightness is clearly and
steadily growing. The fact that the smart-slide
system is now so good that it appeals even to
German architects and investors is, of course,
a pleasing side effect.

Roto Inside: How has aluplast supported
the start of production at Ventana?
Carsten M. Schäfer: aluplast and Roto supported the start of production in the same way
as initial sample testing. Together, we trained
employees in production and advised them on
issues such as the correct component connection. There were also sales training sessions
for employees as well as for customers. For the
latter, we have developed a two-day workshop,
during which they learn everything there is to
know about the new system and are fully trained
in installation.
Our Sales department is currently teaching window manufacturers outside of Germany about
the new system. Any purchase from Ventana
also opens up good opportunities to approach –
and gain – customers in their own region.

|| Carsten M. Schäfer,
Sales Operation
Manager at aluplast
GmbH
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|| Particularly in demand in Northern Germany and the
islands off the coast: timber windows and main doors

|| For tightly sealed elements in a traditional design:

Tischlerei Schröder, Germany

Roto Tilt&Turn hardware and Deventer gaskets

Outstanding technical support
■■ Timber / aluminium “Expert advice, individual solutions and an end to time-consuming complaints when it comes to main doors” are what Bernd Schröder associates
with the companies Roto and Deventer. He is full of praise for the service provided by
his partners.
Tischlerei Schröder is based in Ahlerstedt
in Northern Germany and, with its twenty
employees, produces around 1500 timber
windows and 250 timber main doors each year.
Its products are particularly sought-after by
demanding customers investing in high-end
properties on the North German mainland and
the islands off the coast. One thing is clear to
the family business, managed by Bernd
Schröder in the second generation:

“Our customers want only
the best and we deliver
it in the form of Roto
and Deventer.”
Tischlerei Schröder has been working with
Roto Tilt&Turn hardware, currently with
Roto NT Designo, and Roto Patio sliding hardware for decades; for two years now, the company has also used Deventer sealing profiles.
The switch to Deventer was motivated by a
remarkable consultation and development ef-

fort: “We discuss all critical technical issues
with our contacts at Roto. They really are the
authority on all things technical if you ask me.
One day I happened to mention our trouble
with main door gaskets that kept falling out.
The hardware, not from Roto by the way, and
the gasket simply did not go together. Our
Roto contacts spontaneously offered to have
a Deventer colleague come visit us soon to
develop a gasket that solves our problem.”
Complaints
The problem was that the U-shaped faceplate
strip of the door lock used in main doors by
Schröder was meant to also function as the
fold edge for the gasket to be fitted. “That
means that there is only about 4 to 5 mm of
space for the small base of the gasket. Simply
not enough for our old gaskets,” states Schröder.
Time and again a fitter would have to be called
out to replace slipped gaskets on the lock side
of the door leaf. “An annoying situation for our
customers that we were desperate to rectify –
and with help from Deventer we were able to
actually do so.”

|| The geometry of this TPE gasket developed by Deventer reliably prevents it moving out of the groove.

Special development
The S7364 main door gasket that Deventer
developed for Tischlerei Schröder has now
become a much sought-after solution to this
problem and has already been included in the
standard range of hardware dealer Meesenburg, for example. “Since Deventer became
part of the Roto Group, we have naturally been
in much closer contact with hardware developers,” reports Reinhard von Janta, Key Account
Manager at Deventer and a trained master
carpenter and timber technician himself. “That
makes it easy for us to quickly gain an in-depth
understanding of problems like the one Bernd
Schröder had. In cooperation with our colleagues from Roto’s technical consultation division, we can then effectively and optimally use
our experience in the production of TPE sealing
profiles for window and door manufacturers.
That ensures a high level of satisfaction on all
sides and is very motivating for everyone.”
Strong consultation
In the opinion of the managing director, that
motivation also extends to the support provided to Tischlerei Schröder by the Sales department of Roto Fenster- und Türtechnologie
GmbH. “Even after many years of cooperation,
we can practically blindly trust that we can
reach our contacts and they will be committed
to finding the best possible technical solution
for us,” praises Schröder. “That is why we are
more than happy to return the favour and are
always available to Roto when it comes to determining the requirements for new products.
In my experience, Roto is one of very few
industrial companies that actually ask what
their customers want before developing a
new product.”

Open
Speaking of new products – is Tischlerei
Schröder planning to use Roto NX? “We work
with Roto NT Designo as standard, which is
the concealed hardware. But there are many
Roto NX components we can combine with the
concealed hinge side. Identifying those components and determining how we can optimise
our machining centre to process them is an important issue for us. We are hoping to finalise
our plans with Roto soon, potentially as early
as the Fensterbau Frontale trade fair.”
An increasingly important question for customers of Tischlerei Schröder is whether the timber
windows from the North German manufacturer
can also ensure increased burglary protection.
That is why the company decided to subject
eight different models to RC 2 and even RC 3
testing in some cases in the ITC in Leinfelden
at the end of 2018. They all passed the testing
with flying colours. “That didn’t come as a surprise to us since we also relied on our new team
of Roto plus Deventer for the testing. Our customers really appreciate it.”

|| Bernd Schröder,
Managing Partner of
Tischlerei Schröder
GmbH & Co. KG

&&  Deventer – sealing profiles for windows and doors
www.deventer-profile.com
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Wöhrer Fenster-Türen-Technik, Austria

Masterly quality with Roto
■■ Timber 50 years for utmost quality:
Production Manager Robert Greindl looks
back at five decades of extraordinarily
close cooperation between Wöhrer
Fenster-Türen-Technik GmbH and Roto.
High-quality windows made from timber
and timber-aluminium are a mission that
both companies share.
Wöhrer specialises in fire-protection windows
and doors, among other aspects. Architects
and builders value this expertise, but also the
appealing design of Wöhrer building elements.
Roto Inside: Mr Greindl, how has Roto
contributed to your success?
Robert Greindl: We are very proud of our
reputation and have actually worked with Roto
for all steps of the process regarding Tilt&Turn
elements. We equip around 90 per cent of
our windows with Roto NT Designo, simply
because concealed hardware corresponds
to our vision of a well-designed element.
Roto Inside: What do you find particularly
impressive about this hardware?
Robert Greindl: For me, there isn’t one particular component or feature. The whole package is very harmonious and offers everything
you might want. All parts complement each
other perfectly. We are noticing a strong demand for windows with concealed hardware
and RC 2-tested security, which we can very
efficiently produce with the Roto modular hardware system. Another important factor for us is
that we can design windows with sash weights
of up to 150 kg and considerable sash heights
using Roto NT Designo. We use the Roto load
transfer for particularly high or wide elements
and for sash weights exceeding 100 kg. It has
become an indispensable component for us.
Roto Inside: Looking back at 50 years of
close cooperation with Roto – can you
think of any particularly important developments?
Robert Greindl: When Roto NT was launched
on the market in 1999, the hardware impressed
us immediately. By 2000, we were already
fitting exclusively Roto NT – the “silver” hardware. Architects everywhere were quite enthusiastic about the hardware as well. We took
advantage of the benefits offered by the modular design. This allowed us to increase our efficiency. In 2017, one of our systems with five

elements, all equipped with Roto NT Designo
and the Roto anti-jemmy device, passed the
RC 2 test in the ITC in Leinfelden at the first
attempt. That was certainly one of the highlights of the many decades of cooperation
with Roto.
Roto Inside: As someone who knows Roto
inside out, what do you expect from the
combination of Roto NT Designo with
Roto NX components?
Robert Greindl: We already work with the
Roto NX balcony door bullet catch and are very
happy with it. In 2020, we will look towards introducing the RC 2-compliant TiltSafe tilt ventilation. And naturally we will also look at the
new EasyMix system, because we think it will
help us make the production of Tilt&Turn windows even more efficient. Following the conversion to Roto NX, we will also use the new
VT espagnolettes at Wöhrer. They will also
reduce the required storage space since the
same corner drive is used at the top and bottom. Not only does this further reduce the
number of components, I think it also lowers
the risk of hardware components being
installed incorrectly.

|| Austria’s builders are focusing on security. Robert Greindl is convinced that the new Roto NX TiltSafe hardware
concept is exactly what they need. (Photo: Wöhrer)

Roto Inside: What is your opinion of the
Roto NX balcony door bullet catch? What
is your impression of this component?
Robert Greindl: The operation of the new bullet catch is smooth and reliable. We expect that
we will eventually no longer need to perform
any adjustments or maintenance work. That is
exactly what we mean when we talk about the
outstanding product quality. We are also looking forward to the introduction of the new
hinge side T with integrated night ventilation.
We will promote this ventilation option as an
added benefit.
Roto Inside: How would you describe
the cooperation with Roto currently and
looking back at the last five decades?
Robert Greindl: In my opinion, staying true
to a partner over such a long time really tells
you all you need to know about the quality of
the products and the human element. We continue to enjoy taking each new step towards
even better windows together with Roto. We
are really looking forward to the conversion to
Roto NX in the coming year. Masterly quality –
that is our motto, but it is also a good description of Roto’s Tilt&Turn expertise.

|| Tilt&Turn windows, main doors, escape doors, fire-protection doors, sliding systems:
Wöhrer offers its customers building elements for any application. (Photo: Wöhrer)

A specialist for timber and timber-aluminium windows
Wöhrer was founded as a carpenter’s workshop by Karl Wöhrer in 1962 and converted into
a partnership in 1986 with the appointment of Ing. Peter Wöhrer as Managing Director.
Many of the 25 flexible and committed employees have been with the company for years.
Numerous awards like the Oberösterreichische Holzbaupreis (Upper Austrian timber construction award) and awards for particularly environmentally conscious behaviour are a sign
of the company’s quality. It promises its customers “masterly quality” from a modern production facility. Expert advice, technical planning, production and installation from a single
source are offered as standard.

&&  Economical, secure, convenient, design-oriented:

Roto NX at a glance
www.roto-nx.roto-frank.com/en
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Viking Window AS, Estonia

Innova – the export hit

|| The Innova parallel retraction sliding system from Viking Window AS, A-scheme (photo: Viking Window)

■■ Timber / aluminium When Viking Window began production of its new Innova
sliding system in August 2017, Managing
Director Ilmar Iva talked about a project
“with a lot of potential”. He has managed
the company for more than 20 years. But
even he was surprised by what happened
next.
Since 1996, the company has been exporting
windows and balcony doors primarily to the
UK, Ireland and Scandinavian countries. Looking back, Ergo Jüristo remembers that Innova
practically “smashed” the market in all those
countries as well as Estonia itself. “The perfect
product at the perfect time.” Jüristo has been
responsible for the production and sales of
the new parallel retraction sliding system with
Roto Patio Inowa hardware from the very
beginning. At that point in time, many Viking
Window customers were looking for a truly
tightly sealed sliding solution for good sound
and thermal insulation.

“And then we introduced
our Innova – a system
that offers the same
standard of tightness
with its tightly sealed
design as Tilt&Turn
solutions.”

success of Viking Window. “From 2016 to
2019, we increased our turnover from 13 to
15 million euros. The enormous success of
Innova is responsible for a significant share
of that. This system is proof that we can offer
first-rate products with a fantastic design at
very fair prices.”

Imprint

First in class
Sliding is generally gaining importance as an
opening type in the markets of Viking Window
as well. Jüristo reports that Innova is now also
much sought-after for rental properties due
to the attractive price and the intuitive, simple
operation. “We were at the FIT Show in Birmingham this year. The response to Innova
was amazing. To me, this system is practically
first in class among sliding systems.”
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|| Tightly sealed thanks to the Roto Patio Inowa hardware

Never resting on its laurels
Despite the success, Viking Window is not
resting on its laurels and is instead keen to
work on further developments. If standards become stricter, this would currently also require
new concepts in the Tilt&Turn sector. “This is
an issue for which Roto is continually developing new solutions,” Managing Director Iva is
happy to say. “Thanks to Roto NX, the best
partner of the past will certainly be the best
partner for the future as well. Viking Window
is keeping a watchful eye on all trends – just
like Roto.”

system (photo: Viking Window)
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The moving leaf of the parallel retraction sliding
system from Viking slides behind the fixed
element on the outside. A logical feature for
customers of the manufacturer since Turn-Only
and Tilt&Turn windows also usually open outwards in Northern Europe.
Driving growth
In the opinion of Managing Director Iva, Innova
is an important factor for the overall economic
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|| Viking Window is preparing for growing demand for its
Innova sliding system.

